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One of the largest retail brands in Pakistan, Outfitters is
synonymous with fashion trends. Outfitters was established in 2003 out of an ambitious investment in the
fashion industry by a visionary team. They have been at
the forefront of introducing the latest and trendiest
fashion apparel to Pakistani consumers.
With the love and support of their loyal customers,
Outfitters has expanded into two brands, Outfitters and
Ethnic, with over 90 stores across the country. Outfitters
needed a unified ERP system to help streamline its
growing, multi-brand business operations – from
planning and procurement to merchandising and sales
– across all its physical locations and its online store.
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Solution
Systems implemented Microsoft Dynamics 365 for
Finance and Operations as a single, unified ERP
solution for supply chain, finance, and retail operations –
the largest such implementation in Pakistan in 2019.
The ERP solution was also integrated with Outfitters’
eCommerce platform using Middleware Connector,
Systems Limited’s proprietary integration solution, to
facilitate the centralized management of all customer
and inventory information. With proper planning,
commitment, and teamwork, Systems Limited
achieved this large rollout in approximately 7 months,
including analysis, design, development, POC, CRP,
stress testing, and UAT. The successful go-live took place
on schedule across all stores in Pakistan – on the same
day and at the same time.
The solution supports store operations from open to
close, 7 days a week. It facilitates on-time monthly
closing and helps Outfitters meet KPIs for their IT
department and other business groups. It uses Systems
Limited’s proprietary Retail Analytics solution to enable
effective decision-making by Outfitters management.
Intuitive and in-depth business intelligence dashboards
provide actionable insights on sales performance,
supply chain management, merchandise planning,
and more.
Systems Limited implemented mPOS terminals with
both offline store-connected and online modes to
support heavy sales traffic. Each store’s retail server is
now used as a failover in the event of a disruption of
Internet service. This hybrid system gives all Outfitters
retail locations excellent uptime.
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Results

Year-over-year increase
in sales revenue by
better decision-making
with real-time reporting

Significant increase
in daily transactions

Optimized operational
spending

Minimized IT capital
expenses

About Systems Limited
Founded in 1977, Systems Limited is a leading global technology and business process outsourcing service provider. With over 4,500 employees globally, we create specialized solutions that help its clients around the world drive
business results.
Systems Limited applies its business acumen and industry insights to help its clients achieve and sustain high ROI.
We offer mission-critical digital enterprise solutions and a deep, technology-agnostic skill set that remains
unmatched in the industry. By delivering on hundreds of projects, we have developed industry-specific and
cross-industry services, products, and accelerators that enable our clients to realize business benefits faster with
increased efficiency and lower overall IT costs.
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